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Using the wingwave® Method of Aural Stimulations Through Music for
Stress Reduction and Performance Improvement: An Exploratory Study

Professional athletes often overcome nervousness or “get
in the zone,” i. e., focusing or just blocking out background
noise, by listening to music before training or competition
and during training. Self-chosen music is an often-used
tool, since listening to it is familiar to the listener and may
also create affirmative feelings through positive memo-
ries. Researchers have recently considered using music as
aural stimulation in eye movement desensitization and
reprocessing (EMDR) therapies.

The alternating bilateral stimulations in EMDR have
proved helpful in overcoming traumatic events like post-
traumatic stress disorder as well as depression and anxie-
ty (Wilson et al., 2018). Moreover, these stimulations may
activate large emotional neural networks (Rousseau et al.,
2020). The clients may experience an alleviation of the
intensity of negative emotions not only by following the
therapist’s finger from left to right with their eyes, but also
through tactile (i. e., alternate taps on the left or the right
shoulder or knee) and auditory stimulations, which they
experience during EMDR interventions (Horst et al.,
2017).

The wingwave® method is a coaching method that
combines various approaches, with bilateral stimulations
to the clients as the primary method, as stated above. It
was found effective in various settings (e.g., in sports or at
school) and across different age groups (Weiland et al.,
2021). There have been efforts to create music that uses
such alternating bilateral stimulation and can be listened
to on earphones. This special wingwave® music is presu-
med to activate the listener’s parasympathetic and thin-
king processes, which can help prepare for upcoming
performances and reduce related stress in different fields.

Preliminary approaches to observing mood develop-
ment through wingwave® music prior to a set of basketball
free-throws showed that participants felt more relaxed
after listening to the wingwave® music than to classical
music (i. e., Vivaldi’s Four Seasons: The Spring) or no
music. Furthermore, in a small sample (n = 29), listening

to the wingwave® music before shooting free throws ten-
ded to lead to a better throwing performance, regardless
of differences in the subject’s level of expertise (expert/
novice).

In a training context, these results could prove promi-
sing. Whether performance improvement and/or impro-
vement concerning the subjective feeling toward one’s
own abilities in an actual demanding competitive situati-
on can be positively influenced through wingwave® music
has yet to be verified. A study design with novices and
experts could lead to conclusions about whether music in
general – and which music in particular – may lead to
performance and/or self-efficacy improvement.
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